
The Extech MO280-KH is a Home Inspector Kit and is specifically designed for is supplied in a storage case that holds all of the tools. Shop Extech · Manual A.

Extech MO257 Pinless Moisture Meter · Extech MO280 Pinless Moisture. Shop EXTECH Pinless Digital Moisture Meter (1UKE1) at Grainger. Item # 1UKE1, Mfr. Model # MO280, UNSPSC # 41112304, Catalog Page # 858

This site should not replace the use by you of any technical product manual or other.

407119, Extech Hot Wire CFM Anemometer with PC Interface, £358.99

MO280-KH2, Professional Home Inspection Kit, £167.99

EX411, True RMS Manual Ranging MultiMeter, £52.99.

Extech M0280 Manual

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
The Extech MO220 is a pin-style, conductivity moisture meter specifically designed for. Documentation in the manual could be more comprehensive. Unlike Extech's pinless counterpart, the MO280, this meter does not offer an audible.